OUTDOOR SCAVENGER HUNT

For this hunt, seeing is enough – you don’t need to gather the things you find. It’s fun to take a treasure or two home, but leaving things where you find them is best (especially living things!).

Get creative! Write or draw what you find

[ ] Three different-shaped leaves
[ ] A pinecone
[ ] An ant
[ ] A feather
[ ] An acorn
[ ] A spider web
[ ] A Y-shaped twig
[ ] Animal footprints
[ ] A bundle of white pine tree needles
  (a bundle has 5 needles, one for each letter in w-h-i-t-e, usually 2.5 – 5 inches long)
[ ] A tree with smooth bark
[ ] A leaf that’s been chewed on
[ ] A rock that is bigger than your palm
[ ] A plant with sharp thorns
[ ] Moss
[ ] A squirrel
[ ] Birds flying or singing
[ ] Lichen (pronounced like-in, usually blueish or greenish, found growing on lots of things, such as rocks and trees)

[ ] Something smooth:
[ ] Something symmetrical:
[ ] Evidence of an animal:
[ ] Something the length of your pinky:
[ ] Something red:
[ ] Something wet:
[ ] Something that smells good:
[ ] Something cold:
[ ] Something living:
[ ] Something beautiful:

What did you find? Let us know! Show us your favorite find or your completed sheet by posting a photo and using the hashtag #CCFsavengerhunt